AN ASPIRATION FOR THE SWIFT RETURN OF DUDjom RINPOCHE III
SANGYE PEMA SHEPA RINPOCHE

by Tulku Teglo Rinpoche

KAL MANG GONG NAY TSHOK NYI RAB DZOK SHING
Over many past eons, peerless lord of the great secret doctrine in this world,

SI SUM DRO WA DROL WAR DAM CHAY PAY
you fully perfected the accumulations of merit and wisdom

ZHING DIR SANG CHHEN TEN PAY DAK PO CHHOK
and promised to liberate all beings throughout the three realms –,

SANG GYAY PAY MA ZHAY PAR SOL WA DEB
Sangyé Pema Shepa – please hear our prayer!

KHYÉ KU NYI ZHÖN LO BUR NUB GYUR NAY
Since the sudden setting of the youthful sun of your precious body,

DRÖ KUN MUN PAY LING DU CHHEN PAY TSHÉ
beings of this world are wandering, lost in darkness,

MIK NAY CHHI MA CHHAR ZHIN BAB PA DI
their tears falling down as great torrents of rain.

Swift Rebirth Prayers
Does this sight not break your heart, great treasure of compassion?

Although the mandala of your form body reabsorbed into the ultimate expanse,

according to your previous aspirations born of compassion,

please ensure that the wish-fulfilling jewel of your next supreme undeluded manifestation returns to us swiftly, without the slightest delay!

Three Jewels, Three Roots, peaceful and wrathful wisdom deities,

infinite buddhas throughout all time and space,

dakas and dakinis of the three places, and Dharma protectors –
SOL DEB NYING NAY BÖ DO MA YEL GONG
we beseech you with this prayer from the depths of our hearts!

This prayer for the Dudjom reincarnation Sangyé Pema Shepa to swiftly return to guide the infinite disciples who are destined to be benefited by him was requested by the Düdjom Labrang, and so as not to refuse them, Pema Thekchok Tenpa’i Gyaltsen wrote this on the 24th day of the 12th month in the Tibetan Iron Ox year.